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LOCATION AND ACCESS assesses 63.4H2 MILLER

THE CLAIMS traversed, numbered E. O. 604030 to E. O. 604035, 

are situated in the township of Miller, which is in northern 

Frontenac County.

The only practicable access is by road. An airstrip north 

of Plevna is ten kilometres away. Lakes near the property could 

be used by float planes , but the trek up the cliffs and around 

swamps, although relatively short, is arduous.

Several routes may be used to reach Ompah or Plevna. About 

one kilometre east of the latter town, a system of rural and 

forestry roads, with numerous direction signs, leads to a number 

of lakes, of which Lucky Lake is closest to the claims.

The final access on foot is best attempted from the high 

point in the forestry road about 2 km north of the spot where 

Lucky Lake first becomes visible on the way in.

As concession and lot lines, and survey monuments, are totally 

missing (although mining map M-127 shows the linesl), it may take 

some perseverance to locate the claim boundaries.

GENERAL AND ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

LITTLE OR NOTHING has been published in any detail about the 

geology of Miller Township.

During our exploration work north of Lucky Lake we found the 

entire property to be underlain by schists and gneisses derived 

from sediments with a moderate to high silica content. Some of 

the schists resemble arkose, suggesting a granitic origin.



The schists, whose foliation planes dip gently to moderately 

in a northwesterly direction, grade into gneisses towards the 

south. Some of the gneiss outcrops exhibit boudins of granitoid 

material.

The topography varies from gently undulating to rugged, with 

(mainly) south-facing cliffs of apparent tectonic origin. Some 

of the depressions at the foot of the cliffs contain small lakes, 

swamps, or beaver ponds. Drainage is controlled by tectonics, 

with the result that most streams run either east or west, rather 

than heading for the nearest lake, which would be Lucky Lake for 

all but the western third of the property.

The terrain between the south boundary and the northwest 

shore of Lucky Lake consists almost entirely of granite. Its in 
trusive character is evidenced by the sharp contrast in radio 
metric properties between this rock type and the adjacent schists 

and gneisses.
The chief minerals in the metasediments are quartz, micas, 

hornblende and feldspars, in that order of abundance? neverthe 
less, potassium feldspar does locally appear as the chief con 

stituent.
Foliation planes (and gneiss bands) generally show dips of 

10 to 35 degrees. When traversing along an east-west cliff face, 

one may observe a rhythmicity in the dip angle, with a wavelength 

of about 100 metres. This phenomenon may be due to a late folding 

event.

A fair abundance of erratic blocks was observed. Some of 

the boulders are similar in composition and appearance to the 

country rock, but several others are granitic. Although we could 

not determine the direction of the latest ice movement with any 

certainty, the erratics came undoubtedly from terrains to the 

north of the claim group.
The entire area is forested, with maple, oak, birch and pine 

the dominant species; there is evidence of the former abundance 

of elms.
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MAGNETIC

ALL EXISTING lines were traversed with a Scintrex MF-2 flux 

gate magnetometer, in the hope of finding distinct marker hori 

zons which might be useful in our further quest for structural 

and compositional information.

Only relatively minor anomalies were found, but the emerging 

overall pattern reinforced the impression that we were dealing 

with a pile of little-deformed metasediments. On the survey plan 

plan we tentatively connected certain maxima on Line 72 with 
other maxima on Line 64, because this gave the best correlation 

with observed structural elements. It would perhaps have been 
equally justifiable had we chosen to correlate (although not 

necessarily connect) the maximum at station 37 on Line 72 with 

the maximum on the baseline at station 58: such a contouring 

decision would have created a remarkable resemblance between the 

magnetic trend and the EM trend as shown on plan NSS1-MT.

For the time being, however, we have stuck with the original 

magnetic trend, awaiting additional information to be obtained 

after cutting Line 68, intermediate between L 64 and L 72.

Magnetometer readings are routinely taken at half the regu 

lar station interval, and sometimes more frequently than that, 

but such "extra" readings are only shown where required in sup 

port of contouring decisions.

ELECTROMAGNETIC

TWO SEPARATE EM-VLF surveys were performed: one while 

keeping the EM16 receiver tuned to transmitter NAA, the other 

while listening to NSS. By fortunate coincidence, the azimuths 

of these transmitters make an almost right angle in Miller 

Township, so that there is no line orientation or conductor 

strike that cannot be examined or utilized using either the one 

or the other.
All lines, except Line 64, were read at 12.5 metre inter 

vals, but for uniformity (and to avoid excessive clutter on the



plans) only the readings taken at the standard stations are 
shown.

On the NSS-based map, no Fraser-filter derivatives are 

shown along the baseline, which runs at an almost right angle 
to the field direction of this transmitter such that successive 

readings must be treated as unrelated entities.

On the other lines, the absence of Fraser values above 28 

indicates either the absence, or the deep burial, of major con 
ductors .

Two of the small conductors (those on E.O. 604031) are of 

such a "signature" that we suspect them to be expressions of 

ionic conduction: they have "positive quadrature" and are in 
swampy areas.

The NSS conductors on E.O. 604030 may be more promising; 
they should be followed up with geochemical work and with some 
trenching if this project is ever resumed.

For the map of the NAA-based survey, no Fraser treatment 

was given to the readings on the two east-west survey lines - 

again for the reason of bad coupling and poor geometry.
In this survey, the baseline shows a slightly enhanced conduc 

tivity around station 58, which, at first glance, lends only mar 
ginal support to the interpretation of the NSS survey with its 

two significant, although minor, conductors on E.O. 604030. But 

it should be kept in mind that little positive information would 

be obtained about a north-south trending conductor if the trans 

mitter has an easterly azimuth, as is the case with NAA.

RADIOMETRIC

AS MENTIONED before, the granite south of the boundary contrasts 

sharply with the schists and gneisses north of it; this indicates 
that the granite is not an anatectic version of the country rock. 

Some GIS-3 readings indicate that its higher radioactivity is 
chiefly due to potassium decay and to elements of the uranium 
series, although thorium elements account for a small contribu 

tion.



Elsewhere on the claims it was noticed that readings above 

25 cps on the BGS-1S, if not caused by the proximite of grani 

tic erratics, were usually associated with a high K-feldspar 

content of the country rock or the erratics.

A narrow band of high radioactivity strikes NE-SW over 

some 120 metres in the vicinity of post l of E.O. 604030. It 

coincides with an elongated depression where no outcrop was 

seen. We speculate that, rather than concealing primary mine 

ralization, the depression has accumulated certain wheathering 
products which contain, or retain, radioactive elements.

CONCLUSIONS

ALTHOUGH SOME interesting features were uncovered, and 

further exploration might^ well be rewarding, albeit not with 

respect to silver or cobalt, we regretfully gave up continu 

ation of this project when it became apparent that other tar 

gets, of greater potential interest, were going to demand 

more of our time than we had anticipated.

Ottawa, 1983 December 20

7,

Walter Yzerdraat, holder 
of certificate OM81-9-I-123
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